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After months of pinching pennies and milking
overtime pay, The Press® pulled together some cash
and hunkered down at The Fort in Bushwick to
document their most recent batch of songs in what will
be their fifth release with Goodnight Records since
2005. It was only after the final mixes were agreed
upon however, that the band realized that the album
later to be titled INTEOTWIJTEOAE (pronounced
in-tee-aught-whit-e-ay) is, above all, an album of
transitions. There are songs of events smoothly
overlapping, the old fading casually into the new, while
other songs capture the violent, sparking convergence
of profound, uninvited change. There are stripmalls and
subways, security gates and jackhammers, termites and
Entenmann’s snacks, volcanoes, jellyfish and thimbles.
There are the uncertain words of first dates followed by
the rote response of a seasoned spouse. There are no
lectures here, however; there is sympathy and
reverence for every subject addressed, and every
assertion has a qualifying foil, often penned by an
alternate band member. Like Peter, Bjorn and John’s
“Writer’s Block” or Broken Social Scene’s “You Forgot It In
People”, this album is the collective effort of several
talented songwriters that have pooled their energies
and subjugated their egos to forge something that is
arrestingly beautiful upon the first listen, and more
deeply meaningful upon each subsequent spin. It’s no
coincidence that neither of the aforementioned artists
are American; there is something socialist about The
Press’ commitment to collective improvement, and this
is suggested in the band’s self-described genre “Co-Op
Rock.”
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Master
Fine China
Pattern Mill
The Continental Divide
Dropped from Airplanes
The Rack
Roc, Wraith, Harpe
Bless this Mess
Big Boss, Little Boss
Pineapple Rabbits
Jellyfish Wrangler
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Song Sampler:
Lead single “Master” pumps and spews adrenaline like a
malfunctioning oil rig in the windy sands of Saudi
Arabia.
“Big Boss, Little Boss” is a three-part suite that fuses the
fist-pumping, scorched-lung propulsion of a 1am
sports-bar “Living on a Prayer” sing-a-long with the
lyrical complexity and emotional sensitivity of a Sufjan
Stevens opus.
“Jellyfish Wrangler” is Jimmy Buffet meets Animal
Collective. It is the sound of loggerhead turtles in love,
slowly barrel rolling and serenading each other off the
cost of the Galapagos Islands.
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